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Abstract: In the introductory Section 1, it is outlined how path-integrals have made their appearance in quantum 
mechanics through Feynman’s formalism. In Section 2, it is recalled that Gaussian path-integrals, defined as those in 
which the action is an integral whose integrand is a polynomial of at most the second degree in every dynamical 
variable involved, can be cast into the form F(t,, t,) exp[iS,,(b, a)/A] where F(t,, t,) is a coefficient solely 
depending on the initial time-instant t, and the final time-instant tb, and S,,( b, a) denotes the classical action. 
Section 3 is devoted to the calculation of a simple formula for the factor F( t,, t,) in the case of a single particle in one 
euclidean dimension whereby the most general quadratic form of the Lagrange function is considered. The method is 
based upon successive transformations of various related auxiliary Gaussian path-integrals which are introduced. 
Applying Feynman’s theorem and making use of the well-known property 
K(x,, tb; x,, t,) = / 
+*K(xb , t,; x, t)K(x, t; x,, ta) dx 
-co 
satisfied by quantummechanical Green’s functions, constitute important steps in the theoretical development. At the 
end, F(t,, ta) is expressed solely in terms of two functions which one encounters in the description of the classical 
particle trajectory. In Section 4, four examples of practical application are given. The last one concerns the linear 
harmonic oscillator with time-dependent period and damping, subject to a time-dependent perturbative force. 
Keywords: Gaussian path-integrals, Feynman’s formulation of quantum mechanics. 
1. Introduction 
In quantum mechanics, the axiom which governs the time behaviour of a physical system 
specifies that the connection between the state vector at an instant t and the state vector at 
another instant t, (often regarded as the initial time-instant), i.e. q(t) and ‘k( to), is expressed as 
follows: 
W) = C(t, 6JWfo) (1) 
where fi( t, to) is a unitary operator, called propagator, which conserves the normalization of the 
state vectors. In Schrbdinger’s non-relativistic wave mechanics, (1) turns out to be an integral 
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relation. The simplest example is that of a free particle in the coordinate representation where (1) 
becomes, explicitly, 
m” 
3/2 
?P(r, t) = 
2aift(t - to) ) JJJ +meim,(r-r,)‘/2h(r-r,)~(ro > to) dr,, --oo 
being the integrated form of the free particle Schrijdinger wave equation 
A alk F12 ---= 
i at 
- gV+?. 
0 
(2) 
More 
h a?P 
at 
- zmv2* + V(r, t)‘k, 
0 
is of the form 
Here, the operator fi clearly is 
fi(t, to) = IJJ +“I+, t; r,, to)(...) dr, 
-CO 
(6) 
and K(r, t; r,, to) is a kernel or Green’s function which describes the time behaviour of the 
considered particle equally well as the wave function ‘k( r, t) itself. The problem consists in 
calculating K( r, t; ro, to) in closed form as a function of V( r, t). 
Some twenty years after the formulations of quantum mechanics known as matrix mechanics 
and wave mechanics, R.P. Feynman gave a third formulation of the theory based upon a new 
connection which he established between the Green’s function K and the Lagrange function L 
of a classical dynamical system. This relation, which is Feynman’s way of quantizing the system, 
can be expressed by the general formula: 
K=NseCi/hVH (7) 
consisting in a summation of an infinity of phase factors over all so-called histories, whereby IH 
denotes the classical action belonging to any history H. The role of the proportionality factor .N 
is to ensure that the propagator operator U constructed by means of the Green’s function K (see 
e.g. (6)) is unitary. Precisely in the case of (6), the unitarity of fi is achieved when K includes 
such a (time-dependent) proportionality factor that 
K(r, to; r,, to) =6(r-r,). (8) 
The concrete significance of (7) is most effectively illustrated by the case of one particle in 
one-dimensional euclidean space. Let the classical point particle with restmass m. be initially 
located at x, on the time-instant t, and finally located at x,, on the time-instant t,, usually with 
t, > t, as we shall assume here throughout, solely in order to fix the ideas although this 
assumption is not an absolute requirement. A history H is any continuous path 
x=x&), t,<t<t,, (9) 
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in the (1, x)-diagram which connects the initial state a to the final state _b. Let L(x, x, t) 
represent the Lagrange function belonging to the classical particle. Among all possible histories, 
one discerns the classical trajectory x = x,r( t) along which the particle moves when regarded as a 
classical point-mass. The function x,i( t) is the solution of the Eulerian equation of motion 
d 3L 3L --=- 
dt ai ax (10) 
which satisfies the boundary conditions 
xC&J =x,, “cl&) = xb. (11) 
Here, the action IH corresponding to a history H described by (9), is given by 
IH=lfbL[xH(t), a,(t), t] dt, iH= 2, 
[cl 
(12) 
and the summation over all histories comprised in the equality (7) which clearly forms the bridge 
between the classical Lagrange function L and the quantummechanical Green’s function K, has 
given rise to a new kind of integration process called a Feynman path-integral. It is symbolized 
by the right-hand side of 
K(x,, t,; x,, t,) = c: exp{ i-(x,, xi-,, t) dt]Dx, 
“7 Y 0 
(13) 
and it has been studied in detail by various authors (see e.g. [2]). The notation (13) includes the 
proportionality factor JV mentioned in (7). A well-known method to calculate a path-integral 
such as (13) for a given Lagrange function is that of time-slicing. It consists in a time-discretiza- 
tion followed by a transition to the limit. Let, for instance, the Lagrange function be represented 
bY 
L(x, i, t) = :m,i2 - v(x, t), (14) 
and let the time-interval (t,, tb) be subdivided into n intervals by means of t,, t,, . . . , t,_, 
satisfying 
t,=t,<t,<t,< -** <tn_l<tn-tb, 09 
then, 
= Em m, 
( 1 
n/2 
n++oo 2Tifi [(t~-to)(t2-tl)1...(t,-t.-l)]*‘2 
X J 
+oO 
h-1 
--oo J 
+oO +oO 
dx,_2 -. . J dx, --oo --m 
im, ni1 (Xi+1 -X1)2 
xexp 2k j=. tj+l--tj I- i ‘-I v Xj+l +Xj tj+l+ tj -- = i h j=. 2 2 2 * t,+1 t, 7 i (- - )) 
x0=x,, x,=xg, (16) 
whereby, in the case that the subdivision (15) is non-uniform, every time-subinterval is assumed 
to tend to zero when n + + cc, just as in the definition of a Riemann definite integral. The 
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(n - 1)-fold integral produces a result which contains x,, xb, t,, t, besides other quantities, and 
the proportionality factor which involves solely time-variables ensures that in the limit the 
calculations yield a Green’s function which conserves normalization when inserted into the 
propagator formula for Ik( x, t). In practice, the evaluation of both the (n - l)-fold integral and 
the proportionality factor, as well as the transition to the limit, are often quite challenging 
problems. 
2. Gaussian path-integrals 
Feynman [2] has defined Gaussian path-integrals as being those in which the action is an 
integral whose integrand is a polynomial of at most the second degree in every dynamical 
variable appearing in it. For a single particle in one-dimensional euclidean space, the most 
general form of Lagrange function giving rise to a Gaussian path-integral can be written as 
L,(x, ii-, t) := a( t)i2 + 2b( t) ix + c(t)x2 + 2d( t).i + 2e( t)x +f( t) (17) 
where the six coefficients are continuous functions of t. In addition, u(t), b(t) and d(t) need 
also have continuous derivatives. The corresponding path-integral yielding the Green’s function 
which connects the states a and _b is - 
with 
S(b, _a) = ~fbL&+W, %&), t] dt (1% 
and L, given by (17). Path-integrals of this type have been studied extensively (see e.g. [l]-[9]). 
The importance of considering Gaussian path-integrals lies in the remarkable facts, first 
established by Feynman [2], that it has appeared possible to calculate them analytically once and 
for all 
which 
where 
i.e., 
by means of the time-slicing method outlined in Section 1, and that the result for K(b, a) 
this method has yielded is of the form 
K(_b, a) = F(t,, t,) exp[ $i(_b, 41, (20) 
SC,@, a) denotes the action calculated by means of (19) and (17) along the classical path, 
(21) 
and F(t,, t,) is a factor depending on t, and t,, but not on x, and xb (see also [9, I, sect. 61). It 
is an amazing feature of Gaussian path-integrals that in the process of summation over all 
histories there is so much destructive interference between the added phase factors that the nett 
result is proportional to just one of them, namely, the ‘classical’ phase factor exp[i&@, _a)/A] 
containing the complete dependence of K on x, and xb. Thus, in Feynman’s theory, the relation 
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between classical mechanics and quantum mechanics is at its simplest for all Lagrange functions 
comprised in (17): solving the classical problem characterized by (lo)-(11) which yields x,,( t ) 
and calculating the integral in (21) suffice to obtain the main part of K(_b, a). Once again, the 
factor F(t,, t,) should be such that K(_b, a) gives rise to a propagator operator which conserves 
the normalization of state vectors. 
In practice, obtaining F( t,, t,) explicitly and in closed form has often required some 
mathematical artifices, until now. It is the purpose of the present paper to solve the problem of 
calculating F( t,, t,) also once and for all by deriving an expression for this factor directly in 
terms of functions which one encounters in the description of the classical trajectory x = x,,(t). 
This will be achieved without making use of the time-discretization method. An important step 
in the theoretical development will be based upon an integral relation which can be deduced 
from a combination of the propagator formulae which connect 9(x, t) to \k(xn, t,) and 
Wx,, tb) to 9(x, t), resp. The result which can easily be established by elimination of the 
intermediate state vector 9(x, t) is: 
K(x,~ t,; x,, to) = ,-+k$, t,; x, t)K(x, t; x,, t,) dx. (22) 
J-CC 
3. Calculation of the factor F(tb, t,) 
The classical equation of motion arising from (10) into which (17) is inserted, reads: 
a(t)X+d(t)f+ [b(t)-c(t)]x=e(t)-d(t). (23) 
The general integral of this inhomogeneous linear differential equation can be expressed as 
follows: 
in which yi( t) and y2( t) are two linearly independent particular solutions of the corresponding 
homogeneous differential equation, whereas z(t) denotes an arbitrarily chosen particular solu- 
tion of the complete equation (23). Q?i and %‘Z are arbitrary real constants of integration. For 
convenience, we choose y2( t) and z(t) in the way they result from the well-known method of the 
variation of the integration constant. Starting from some non-trivial solution yl(t) of the 
homogeneous differential equation, this method yields 
+ -d(t”)]y,(t”) dt” 
1 
(25) 
where 7 is a conveniently taken fixed lower integration bound. Hence, from here onward, let us 
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agree upon the definitions resulting from the comparison of (24) and (25): 
Y*(l) =Y,(~)~~u(&(r,) 9 
‘[e(Y) - d(t”)]y,(t”) dt" 
= /r[e(f) -&t’)] - [y2(fbl(f’) -y&b2(t’)] a’. 
7 
(26) 
(27) 
The particular solution which satisfies the boundary conditions x( t,) = x, and x( tb) = xb is the 
one whereby the integration constants take on the following well-defined values: 
%I = qt,, t,) := 1% - zttJlY2ttb) - 1% - z<t,>l Y2kJ 
Y2(fb)Ydfa) -Y,(tb)Y2tta) ’ 
%* = c,(t,, t,) := bb - 4tdl YlkJ - [x0 - z<ta>l YlhJ 
Y2(4JY&a) -Yl(tb)Y2tta) . 
(28) 
(28’ 1
Hence, the classical path is determined by 
XC&) = CA, L>Yl(t) + G(t,, CJY20) + z(t). (29) 
Inserting x,,(t) and its derivative into (21), and the resulting &(_b, CZ) into (20), the exponential 
part of K(_b, a) is known. 
Next, we obtain a path-integral representation of F(tb, t,). We regard any history H as a 
deviation from the classical trajectory by putting 
x&) =x&> + u(t), t, < t < t,, (30) 
whereby the continuous 
u(L) = 0, 
In this manner, we find 
J&(x,, iH, 1 
function u(t) satisfies 
&) = 0. (31) 
1 = L&Cl, %I, t)+2[a(t)iCl+b(t)x,,+d(t)]ti 
+2[b(t)&+c(t)x,,+e(t)]u+ [a(t)ti2+2b(t)tiu+c(t)u2]. 
When both sides are integrated from t, to t,, the second and the third part of the right-hand side 
cancel one another in virtue of (31) and xC1( t) being a solution of (23), as one notices when the 
second part is subjected to partial integration. Therefore, 
S(_b, a) = SC,@, _a) + f[u(t)ti2 + 2b(t)tiu + c(t)u2] dt, (34 
in which u(t) is the symbol for a continuous infinity of continuous functions of t satisfying (31) 
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whereas ,!&(_b, a) is fixed with regard to the path-integration process implied in (18). Conse- 
quently, (18) yields: 
K(_b, _a) = exp[ iS,,(_b, @)]/““exp( iJ”[a(f)ti’+ 2b(t)ziu + C(t)U2] dt)Du(r) 
f, ,a t” 
(33) 
and on account of (20) it is clear that 
F(tb, t,) = l”:exp{ i/‘*[n(t)ti2 + 2b(t)tiu+ C(t)U2] dr)Du(t). 
“3 t, 
(34) 
In order to calculate the right-hand side of (34) we carry out a generalization consisting in 
replacing the fixed boundary conditions (31) by u(t,) = u,, u( tb) = ub with u, E R and ub E R. 
In this way, we obtain: 
F(u,, t,; U,, t,) := ~~~~exp( i-[a(t)ir2+ 2b(t)tiu + c(t)u2] dr)Du(t) (35) 
0 
and the connection with F( t,, t,) is 
F(tb, t,) =p(O, t,; 0, t,). (36) 
Apart from the fact that u replaces x, (35) is comprised in (18)-(19) with the sum of the first 
three terms of the r.h.s. of (17) as Lagrange function. Now, in virtue of 
2L)(t)tiu dt =b(t)u’(t)I;:;- l%(t),’ dt, 
Y 
we have 
(37) 
where 
Fdu,, t,; U,, t,) := lIy;:‘exp{ i r[ a(t)zi2 + (c(t) - 6(t))u2] dt)Du(t). (38) 
0 
The path-integral (38) is once more Gaussian and comprised in (18)-(19) with u(t) playing the 
role of xH(t), u, that of x,, ub that of xb and with 
a(t)zi2+ [c(t)-h(t)]u’ (39) 
being the Lagrange function. The classical equation of motion corresponding to (39) is 
n(t)ii+ci(t)i4+[6(t)-c(t)]u=O. (40) 
Still with u replacing x, this is the homogeneous differential equation associated with (23). 
Hence, its general integral is 
u(t) =%5(t) + ~2Y2(f) (41) 
in which _~i( t) and y2( t) may be regarded as the same linearly independent particular solutions 
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as in (24). The solution of (40) which satisfies the boundary conditions u( t,) = u,, u( tb) = ub, is 
given by (41) in which the integration constants take on the values: 
9, = D,(t,, t,) := uaY2(tb) - UbY2hJ 
YZ(fb)Yl(L) -Y*(tb)Y2kJ ’ 
g2 = D2(fb, t,) := 
ubY&J - %Y&b) 
Y2(tb)Yl(fa) -Yl(~b)Y*kz)~ 
(44 
(42’ > 
We call it the classical path u = u,,(t) corresponding to (39) and joining the initial state (t,, ua) 
to the final state (tb, ub): 
u&> = Q(t,, &)YlM + ML L)Y*(& (43) 
Applying Feynman’s theorem (20) to the Gaussian path-integral (38), we obtain 
F,(u,, t,; U,> d = Fl(tb, d exp x { i j-f*[a(t)ic;, + (c(t) - b(t))u:] dtj. 
f” 
(44) 
=u(t)i(,,(l)u,,(t,I:=_:h, - l’*{ a(t) + ci(t)ti,, + [h(t) - c(t)] u,,} ucl dt 
0 
‘= a(tb>ac,(tb)ub - ahz>ticlkh 
in virtue of u,,(t) being a solution of (40). Hence, 
(45) 
F,(U,, t,; u,> 6hFdtb, la) exp ~[a(rb)l’~l(fh)Ub-U(~,)~,l(~a)U,]) 
1 
(46) 
whereby the proportionality factor Fl( tb, t,) seems to be the new unknown. Actually, FI(tb, t,) 
is nothing but F( t,, t,) itself since 
F(t,, t,> = F(0, t,; 0, t,> = F,(O, t,; 0, t,) = F&b, t,) (47) 
according to (36), (37) and (46), but the previous steps were nevertheless indispensable as it will 
become clear from the remaining part of the theoretical development. On account of (47) the 
subscript of the F-factor can be dropped. 
Carrying out some elementary re-orderings, (46) may be cast into the form 
F,(U,, t,; un, ta)=F(tb, t,) exp 
[’ 
+-(Au:+Bub~O+Cu~) 1 
where A, B and C are defined by 
(48) 
Ld =A(tb, t,) := a(t,) h(tbblkz) -.h(tb>Y2(to) 
Y2(tbbl(tn) -Y&bhkz) ’ 
B = B(tb, t,) := a@,) .+dtb)Y&b> -.h(tb)yl(tb) 
_db)_hkz) -db)Y&a) 
+a(t )31k)Y*k7~ -P&JY1kJ 
a Y&b)dz) -_dfb)h(ta) ’ 
c = c(tb, t,) := a@,) 
_h(fa)Yl(tb) -_h(ta)h(tb) 
_dfb).dto) -.h(tb)y2(ta). 
w-4 
(49’) 
(49”) 
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As Fl(u,, t,; u,, t,) is a usual path-integral representing the Green’s function belonging to some 
quantummechanical problem, the relation (22) may be applied to it: 
F,(U,, t,; u,, t,) = J +m&(Ubr t,; u, t)F,(u, t; u,, t,) du. (50) --oo 
Since u, and ub denote real values which can be chosen at will, they can be put equal to ,zero as 
they were initially (see (31)). Making use of the result (48) we deduce from (50) 
F(tb, t,) =F(t,, t)F(t, r,)J_kmexp[j++b~ t) +A(& &,]U’) du 
i 
lltz l/2 
= 21C(t,, t> +A(t, t,) 1 {l +i %n[C(tbT t> +A(ty to)]} 
xF(t,, t)F(t, t,> 
on account of the well-known Fresnel integrals 
J 
+cC +CC 
cos x2 dx = 
--oo J 
sinx’dx=\;tn. 
-CC 
(51) 
Independently of the sign of C( tb, t) + A( t, t,), (51) may be rewritten as 
l/2 
F(t,, t,) = 
intt 
c(t,, t, +A(t, &> 
F(t,, t)J’(t, t,). (52) 
The radicand of the square root in this formula is purely imaginary. According to (51) the power 
$ should represent that definition of the square root whose real part is positive and we shall 
maintain this convention in what follows. Further, 
c(t,, t, +A(t, &) 
=a(t) 
~2,(t>.h(tb) -_9&>~2(d + ~2(t>.dz> -dt>~2kz) 
y2(tbh(t) -_db)Y2@) ~2(thk7) -_&)y20,) 
= a(tj [Y2(tbh(fa) -J’dtb)Y2kz)l [~2(‘h@) -h(t>~2(t)1 
[y2(tbh(t) -r,(tb)Y2(t)][Y2(t)yl(ta) -dt)y2kz)1 ’ 
Under the convention (26), we note that 
_P2(t>y&) -Pdt)Y2W = l/a(t) 
permitting a simplification in (53): 
c(t,, t) +A(t, t,) = 
Y2(tbh(fa) -.db)Y;?(d 
[y2(tbh(f) -ydtbh’2(t)] [Y2(th(fo) -y&)Y2kz)] . 
This leads us to 
(53) 
(54) 
F(tb, t,) = 
i 
i7TtZ[Y2(tbh(t) -ydtb)y2(t)] [Y2(thkz) -Yl(t)Y2(ta)] 1’2 
Y2(tbh(tn) -.dtb)Y2kz) 
xF(tb, t>F’(t, ta). 
This result proves that for any t between t, and t,, the following equality holds: 
G(tb, t,) = G(& t)G(t, t,) 
in which 
G(t, t’) := (irfZ[Y2(t)Yl(t’) -yl(t)v2(f’)])1’2F(t, t’). (56’) 
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To construct the most general continuous solution of (56), we regard t, momentarily as an 
independent variable with respect to which we carry out partial differentiation: 
The elimination of G( t, t,) gives 
1 aG(& t,> = 1 aG(t,, t> 
G(& L) at, Gk, t) at, ’ 
t, < t < t,, 
which proves that the right-hand side is a constant with respect to the variable t. Consequently, 
1 aGO,> t> 
G(tb, t> at, 
= +kJ 
where + is a priori some continuous function of t,. In turn, we find 
log G(&, t> = /-s(t,) dt, 
or, more precisely, 
log G(tb, t) = f”+(t;) dt; + log G(t,, t) 
or also 
G&, t) = G(tOfy t) exp[l>(t;) dt;], (57) 
with t, a conveniently chosen lower bound. When this result is applied to (56), one finds 
and so, 
(58) 
(5% 
Recalling that F( t,, t,) is uniquely defined by (34), the remaining problem consists in determin- 
ing G(t). It could be that there is more than one way to achieve this goal, but we have only found 
the following procedure based upon the consideration of the Gaussian path-integral 
Fi( ub, t,; u,, t,) defined by (38) for t, - t, infinitesimally small. According to (48) and (59), we 
get 
F,(u,, t,; Ua, to> = 
(iTft[y2(tbbl(ta) -L'l(tbb2(ta)l)1'2 
x exp f ( AU: + Bubu, + CIA:) 
[’ I 
(60) 
with A, B and C given by (49), (49’) and (49”), resp. For a path-integral as the one in the r.h.s. 
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of (13), with L(x, f, t) given by (14), the time-slicing method yields (16) whereby the various 
differences t, - t,, t, - t,, . . . , t, - t,_ 1 are infinitesimally small since n -+ + cc. But, if t, - t, is 
itself infinitesimally small, i.e., 
t, - t, = E (> 0) (61) 
where 6 can be made as small as desired, there is only one time-slice and therefore, in lowest 
order of e, we have 
F,&, t,; U,, t,) 
=( u(;+-;c))1’2 exp{;L( ‘b;.., 'b;%, tb;t,)) 
=( a(~~~~))1’2exp(~[o(t,+~~)(~)2 
+(c(t,+&)--6(t,+fr))(y 2 
)I) 
. (62) 
Let us now construct appropriate series expansions for the other relevant quantities in (60). 
From 
and 
Y1,2(fb) =Y1,2@o + d =h,2(fa + h) + :E)il,2(fo + iE) + ir2j;l,2(fa + iE) + * ’ * 
Y1,2kJ =Y1,2(ta + :E) - 301,2(ta + h) + h2j;,,2(ta + :q - . . . , 
one easily deduces 
Y2(tbh(fa) -.dtb)y2kz) 
= [(Y2_h -Y2_91)~ + ?i(Y2_h - 3.Y2.h + 3P2Yl -.Y~Y,)~~ + Oh511 t,+r,2. 
Keeping in mind that yr(t) and y2(t) are solutions of (40), related to one another by (26), one 
obtains in the end 
=( a(to;J2{~+:X(1 
[ 
. . 
2?..!_!!-2$+4C 
a2 a 1 a t,+r/2 +O(c4) . I 
Next, we have 
with 
Au; + Bubu, + CM; = N@b, to) 
Y2(tbh(tn) -_h(tb)y2(ta) 
N(tb> &z> = u(tb)[~2i,(tb>h(t,) -.h(tb>Y2(ta)] ‘b2 - 2ubua 
+“(t,)[~2_,(t,>~l(tb) -~,kz)Y2(tb)] d, 
and in the same manner as before, there comes 
N(fb, t,) = (ub- u,)2+fE2(U;+U~) ( C(t)$(t))t0+r,2 + o(+,2 - u:)). 
But, detailed considerations (see [4, p. 39-411) show that U: + uf and (( ub - u,)/c)~ have to be 
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regarded as being of the same order of magnitude with respect to E and so, on account of the 
identity 
the sum of the first two terms in this r.h.s. constituting the contribution of order e* to N( t,, t,). 
In this manner, (60) yields 
E;(U 6, t,+c; ua, t,) 
X exp 2 a(t,+fc)(F 
[ H 
j2+(c(t,+:r)-b(t,+:E))ppj2 
+O(r*(Ub+ U.)zJ){l + 0(8)}-‘]] 
x [l + O(2)] -l. 
Comparing this result to the lowest order formula (62), it is clear that at least to order 6 
J 
‘,+‘+(t) dt 
f, 
should be equal to zero. In virtue of 
J 
‘,+‘+(t) dt = c+( t, + :E) + &c3$( t, + +) + . . . , 
f, 
this implies 
+( t, + &) = 0 (63) 
for arbitrary t, and for E belonging to an infinitesimal positive neighbourhood of zero. That the 
factor 
exp[ l?(t) dt] 
does not appear in a formula such as (60) and therefore not in any explicit expression of a 
Gaussian path-integral when t, - t, has an arbitrary positive value, follows from a generalization 
of (50), namely, 
F,(U b, t,; u,, t,) 
where 
to = t,, t, = tb, 
tb - t, 
t,=t,+J m (j=1,2 ,..., m-l), uo=u,, u,=ub, 
since (t, - t,)/m becomes arbitrarily small in the course of the transition to the limit. 
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In conclusion, returning to the general Gaussian path-integral in one euclidean dimension, 
namely, (18) supplemented with (19) and (17) we may write 
K(x,, t,; x,, t,> = 
exp j$i(_b, _a) 
[ 1 
{iTh[~2(tbh(ta) -L’1(tb)Y,kz)]}1’2 
(64) 
in which yi( t) is a non-trivial particular solution of the homogeneous linear differential equation 
a(t)x+ci(t)n+ [6(t)-c(t)]x=O; (65) 
y2( t) is another particular solution of (65), related to yi( t) by (26) hence of such nature that the 
Wronskian determinant of yi( t) and y2( t) is 
S,,(_b, _a) is given by (21) and x,](t) by (29) with (27), (28) and (28’); and Re(. . .)l/* > 0. 
Note that the expression between the square brackets in the denominator of (64) is an 
invariant for the choice of the first particular solution yi( t) as well as for the choice of the lower 
bound 7. 
Finally, it may be asked whether the evaluation of the classical action (21) which involves an 
integration, can be simplified. This question is inspired by the fact that the previous calculations 
have shown how the classical action may be expressed in a closed integrated form in the cases of 
the path-integrals (35) and (38). In the former case, for instance, where the Lagrange function 
corresponds to the sum of the first three terms in (17) we have 
lfh:hexp[;/‘h[a(t)i2+2b(t)ix+c(t)x2] dt}Dx(t) 
“, ” l” 
= {iTh[Y2(tbhkz) -Ydtb)y2kz)]}- 
l/2 
Xexp 
i [ 
i cActb3 toI + b(tb>>Xb2 + B(tb, dXbXa + (c(tby ta) -h(to))x~]}y 
(66) 
in which A, B and C are given by (49) (49’) and (49”) resp. Such a result was obtained simply 
by partial integration. In the same manner, one easily establishes for the classical action in (64) 
&,(_bY L1> = {[a(t)&*(t) + b(t)x&) + w~)1~c,wjl::~ 
-fb[a(t)w,,(t) +Ci(t)i,,(t) +t,(t)x,,(t) 
1, 
-c(t)xC,(t)+2d’(t)-2e(t)]x,,(t) dt+l;f(t) dt. 
But x,,(t), given by (29), is a solution of (23). Therefore, 
‘%,(_b> a) = [ a(tb)ic,(tb> + b(tb)xb + 2d(tb)]xb 
- [4L>~;_,,k_J + mJ& + WL)lx, 
+ I’“{ [e(t) - ~(t)]-dt) +f(t)} dt 
I, 
(67) 
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into which (29) should be inserted. It is only in cases such as e.g. d(t) = const., e(t) = 0, 
f(t) = 0, or e(t) = d’(t), f(t) = 0, Vt E [t,, tb], that SC,@, a) may be calculated without the need 
of carrying out an integration. 
4. Examples of practical application 
4. I. Free particle 
Here, we have 
and the resulting equation of motion is 
a(t) = 0. 
Suppose we choose 
Y&> = c1t + c2 
even without specifying c1 and c2, provided these coefficients are not simultaneously zero. Then, 
Y2(f) = $-(v + c2qr (c ,y, 
1 2 
)’ = jr& .,:,‘,, . 
This yields the unambiguous results 
t,; x,9 to) = m0 
l/2 
b, 
2aitz(t, - t,) 
j i 
im,(x, - x,)’ 
exp 2A(t,- tJ . 
4.2. Linear harmonic oscillator 
The Lagrange function is 
K 
L(x, f, t) = +rnoi2 - -x2 
2 (K> 01, 
= $rn,(i* - W’X’) (0 = /?qg), 
and the corresponding classical equation of motion reads 
ji + 02x = 0. 
One can choose 
y,(t) = A sin(wt + 7)) 
and then 
(68) 
Y2(4 = ~Ylqf-g) = &I cot wr+q) sin(wt+n)-cos(wt+7j)]. ( 
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Here 
K(x,, t,; x,, t0) =F(tb7 d exp 1 
with 
MOO 
i 
l/2 
F(t,, &) = 
2qiA sin u(t, - t,) 
and, according to (67) 
&l(b, a> = moa[(x~+x~) cos t.d(tb-tt,)-2xbx,] 2 sin cd(t,- t,) 
(69) 
(69’) 
Note that in the two examples given so far, we have intentionally taken yl(t) as generally as 
possible, each time with two unspecified parameters, in order to illustrate the uniqueness of the 
result for F(tb, t,). 
4.3. Motion in a constant and uniform force field with velocity-proportional friction 
The equation of motion may be taken as 
x+y_?=g, y>o, g>o. 
Comparing this equation with (23), we find: 
4t) 
a(t) =y3 6(t) - c(t) = 0, 
4-d’(t) =g 
4 . 
(70) 
(71) 
The simplest way to satisfy this system is by means of 
a(t) = +mo eyf, b(t) = 0, c(t) = 0, d(t) = 0, 
e(t) = +m,g eyf, f (t> = 0, (72) 
and so, one may regard (70) as being derived from 
L(x, ii-, t) = (: moi2 + m,gx) ey’. 
We choose as a first particular solution of the homogeneous differential equation associated with 
(70): 
y,(t) = eeYt. 
Then, 
y2(t) = 2/moY 
if 7 = - cc is chosen in (26). 
44 = (g/UP* 
As particular solution of (70), it is handy to take 
In this manner, F(tb, t,) turns out to be 
may 
l/2 
F(tb, to] = 
2Tift (e_Y’a _ e-Yfb) 
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and one easily proves: 
2TiA (e-7*0 _ e-Y*,) 1 
with 
SC,@, a) = y( xb eyfb - x, e7’o) 
_ !E!!$ (eYrb _ eYfa) + mo[ybb - x,) - dtb - dl' 
2Y(e-Yr” - e-Yh) . 
(73) 
(73’) 
Despite the simplicity of the solution (72) it does apparently not yield the most elegant 
Green’s function. Only the last term in the result for ,S,,(_b, a) is of a familiar form since it 
generalizes the classical action of a free particle of restmass m,. There is an easy way to make the 
first two terms in (73’) disappear. Indeed, (71) is also solved by means of 
a(l) = +m, eyr, b(t) =O, c(t) =O, d(t) = -(m,g/2y) e7*, e(t) =O, 
together with the choice 
f(t) = ( mog2/2y2) e? 
made in such a manner that the corresponding Lagrange function now involves a perfect square 
L = +m,( i - g/y)” eY*. (74 
The new result is: 
b::‘expji l; fmo(i-g/y)2 e7*dt Dx(t) 
Y I 
may im,[y(x,- XJ-&+cL)12 
2TiA(e_Y*cz _ e-7*b) 2yji(e-7*o _ e-7*b) ’ 
(75) 
The Hamilton function resulting from (74) is 
H(x, P,, t) = (ee7*/2m0)d + (g/h 
and so, the quantummechanical wave equation whose Green’s function is (75), reads 
A a* A2 ---= e-Yta2q I gfi a* -- - 
i at 2mo ax2 iy ax . 
4.4. Linear harmonic oscillator with time-dependent period and damping, subject to a time-dependent 
perturbative force 
This is a problem to which several authors have devoted a paper (see e.g. [l]). If one starts 
from 
L(x, f, t)= {+mo[zG2-W2(t)x2] +q(t)x} e7(‘), 
one obtains an equation of motion of the desired form: 
jt + q(t)i + 02(t)x = q(t)/m,, 
(76) 
(77) 
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where w(t) and q(t) denote the time-dependent angular frequency and perturbative force, resp., 
and the coefficient j~( t) generalizes the constant coefficient y of the preceding example since 
p(t) = y when y(t) = yt. The corresponding Hamilton function is: 
H(x, p,, t) = gp: + +m, eY(‘)W2(t)x2 - q(t) ev(')x 
0 
and so, the quantummechanical wave equation reads 
A as A2 e-y(r)e _--- 
i at 2m0 ax2 
+ +m, eY(‘)w2(t)x2P - q(t) ey(‘)x*. 
Required is the calculation of the associated Green’s function. 
The straightforward application of the theory developed in Section 3 gives 
qx,, t,; x,, L> = 
exp j+(_b~ a) [ I 
{i~ft[Y2ithhkJ -.h(fb)Y2kJl~1’2’ 
(78) 
(79) 
where yr( t) is a (non-trivial) particular solution of the homogeneous linear differential equation 
2 + y(t)n + 02(t)x = 0; (80) 
d t ’ ( 7 conveniently chosen) ; (81) 
&,(_b, a) = ~mo[Cl(tb~ ,hOJ + C2(tb, t,)_92(tb> +i(tdlxb ewb+d 
-+mo[Wby t,>_?&J + C2Ob, L>Y2k) + WJlx, ew(YkJ) 
++/“q(t) eY(‘)[C,(t,, ta)Yl(t) + c2h fa)Y2(f) + z<t>l dt; (82) 
1, 
z(t) = +I’q(t’) eY(“) [~2(t)y&‘) -y&)y,(t’)] dt’; 
7 
i(t) = +jf4( t’) evCt’) [Y,(t)y,(t’> -Pr(t>~2(01 dt’; 
7 
W,, L) = 
[x0 - 4LJl Y2Ob) - [xb - &)I Y2kJ . 
Y2(tLJYl(L) -YkJ)Y2(C_J ’ 
c2@,, to) = 
[Xb - ZWI Yl(L> - [xa - 4L>l Y&b) 
Y2(fb)Yl(fa) -YI(tb)Y2(L) . 
(83) 
(83’ 1 
The expression for &(_b, _a) is composed of terms independent of the perturbative force q(t), 
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linearly depending on q(t) and quadratically depending on q(t), resp. To see this, it suffices to 
insert (83) and (83’) into (82). One finds: 
- 2%X, + hJ~2;,(~obI(h7) -a_JY2(b)lX,2 exP(Y(L)) 
+ [XbYl(L) - whJlpJoY2w e7(‘) dt 
- [%Y2(L) - X,YZ(fb)lSllq(t)Y~(I) eY(l) dt 
1, 
+ iYlh)Y&a) ~lb4(f)y2(t) eyCt) q2 
i (1 
+ +Y~(~~)Y~OJ Jr”df)~&) e7(‘) dt 
i 
2 
*a ) 
- fn(t,)y2(r,)~‘“4(t)n(t) eycf) d$dOy&‘) e7@‘) dt’ 
(1 ” 
where 
- tv2(th)yl(t,)~‘~4(t)vl(f) e7(‘) dfd~‘)y2(~‘) e’(“) dt’ 
Y L1 
(84) 
A069 L) :=Y2(fb)Y&a) -Y,(4J)Y2(L). 
A slight simplification is still possible by substituting 
Y&I = 1.44 exp[ - h(t>l. 
Then, pt(t) is a (non-trivial) particular solution of the homogeneous linear differential equation 
d2p/dt2+ [a2(t) - $9’(t) - +ij(t)]&) =O. (89 
The second particular solution of this equation which may be taken in order to replace y2( t) is 
p2( t), related to y2( t) in such a manner that 
Y20) = (2E.12(tM%) exP[- :Y(t)l. 
Expressed in terms of pt(t), this solution is given by 
The corresponding Wronskian determinant 
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shows the unconditional linear independence of pr( t) and pZ( t). Written in terms of these 
solutions, K( xb, t,; x,, t,) becomes 
K(-$,, t,; x,, &> = 
i 
mO exP[:(Y(tb> + yk>)] 
2Tih[~2(tb)k(ta) -h(tb)~2(ta)] 
)‘” exp[ ~S,,(b~ _a)](87) 
with 
s,,(b, a> = -tm,[p(t,)x~-~(to)x2] + h, 1 
dfb)dfa) - k(tbh-dta) 
’ 
i 
[fi2(tb)k(ta) - bdtb)~2kz)l xb’ - 2xbxa 
+ [fi2(t,h(tb) - ~lkh2(tb)] x,2 
(xb/-%(ta> - x=pl(tb))J'"Q(t)p2(t) dt 
to 
-(xbp2(t,) - x,p,(t,))Jt”Q(t)r,(t) dt 
to 1 
in which 
X2=x, exp[Mt,)], xb’=xb exp[h(tb)]y Q(t) := q(t) exP[h(t)]. 
In the special case of the unperturbed, frictionless linear harmonic oscillator with constant 
period, i.e. q(t) = 0, y(t) = 0, o(t) = w (> 0), (85) reduces to 
d2p/dt2 + w2~ = 0 
and one can put 
/Lr( t) = cos at/&Y, p2( t) = sin wt/J;S (88) 
whereby T is chosen equal to zero in (86). Inserted into (87)-(87’), the familiar Green’s function 
for the quantized linear harmonic oscillator results, comprising trigonometric functions of 
~(t, - t,) (see (69)-(69’)). In order to make the expression for K(x,, tb; x,, t,) with time-de- 
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pendent 4, y and w resemble more closely that Green’s function, one may try to satisfy (85) by 
means of 
PI(f) = h(t) cos v(t). 
Substitution into (85) gives rise to the system 
hi;+2h=O, 
i; + ( w2 _ +y’ _ ii; _ fi2)h = 0. 
The integrated form of the first equation reads 
h2(t)i(t) = const. 
in which any non-zero real value may a priori be attributed to the integration constant since 
pr(t) is some non-trivial solution of the homogeneous linear differential equation (85). The 
simplest choice is 
h2(t)i(t) = 1 
and then, h(t) is a real particular solution of 
y + [02(t) - i?‘(t) - ii;(t)] h(t) - l,‘h3(t) = 0. 
In turn, the reality of h(t) entails the positivity of C(t) which enables us to write 
l%(t) = cos r+>/!W (89) 
without introducing imaginary quantities. Applying (86), with 7 = 0 also for simplicity, we get: 
p2(t) = sin ~(t)//$$. (89’) 
(89) and (89’) obviously generalize (88). Finally, if we put fi(t) = +(t), we obtain: 
where +(t) is a positive-valued solution of the non-linear differential equation of second order 
d2+ 2+- - 
dt2 
3 2-[4Wz(t)-+2(t)-2j;(t)]q?+4+4=0. (90) 
In the following-and last-expression for K(x,, t,; x,, t,), we prefer to use v(t) in order to 
avoid writing too many integral signs. Hence, inserting (89) and (89’) into (87)-(87’), we find 
K(x,, t,; x,, to> = q$QiFkJexp[+(y(tb) +u(L))1 “* 
2Tifi sin[v(tb) - v(t,)] 
) 
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with 
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+ 2 sin[u(trl;0- v(t,)] 
(x;+T”;) COSIY(tb)-v(t,)] -2.%-b.%-~ 
+ &%“b/%( t) .sin[ v( t) - v( to)] dt 
f, 
+ -$T-,p t) sin[ v( tb) - v(t)] dt 
a 
- -$f”a(t) sin[v(t,) -v(t)] dt 
f, 
X 
/ 
k(t’) sin[v(t’) - v(ta)] dt’ 
I 
(91’ ) 
1” 
whereby 
~~:=X~,li~=x,~~exp[tv(t,)], 
%b ‘= xb/m = xb/mexp[ +Y(tb)] ? 
Q(t) 40) --= s(t> := /q-q (qq- exP[:Ywl? 
i)(t) = G(t), v(t”) - v(t’) = f”+(t) dt. 
t’ 
In this manner, K(b, a) involves, besides the given quantities, only one new function of t, 
namely, +( t ) a posit&e-valued solution of (90). 
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